
What did you think about this Activity? Explain your answer

It was awesome point blank. 

It was fun!

it was fun and I feel more confident on the test

because it was a fun activity and it made me think harder and better and even faster

I just like to work with different people

because we were able to think fast and quickly

it was fun working with other people and also it made me review more

this was fun and kept us moving

cool. I can review and its funny

it helped me a lot and I loved it.

yes it helped me think of a creative way to remember the material

because it was fun, just a little too fast

it was pretty interesting and fun

because it was fun but time ran past quickly

fun

because it was fun and educational

fun activity

it helped me

it helped me to review but I want to know if my answers were correct or not 

because it was fun to work with other people

because it really helped me with reviewing the test

I liked this activity because it wa sa creative memory refresher, but also it was hard with the time limit.

because it was fun but it was so rushed that if I didn't know the answer, I wouldn't learn anything

because I knew most of the stuff that's given and I know what to review.

I had to move, so not really interesting



Did this activity help you to review?

Helped a lot!

Ye sit did--we shared knowledge

this did help me to review

yes it did

it helped me to review because now I know what I should study for the midterm

it helped a lot by jogging my memory

yes it did!

it helped me review for the midterm because it had everything on it

yes

because it refreshed my memory

yes

it did help me review because I knew some of the stuff from the review

yes because we did some questions I forgot about

yes it helped

yes it did because it was a new study technique

it does help me

it helped me to review

yes it did help me because it show me what I need to study

it really helped me

it helped somewhat

this helped a little but too fast

yes


